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Dear Friends,

All parents know that every child is different and unique. In the same way, physicians know that all children with a particular disease don’t necessarily react to treatments or respond to medications in the same way.

The newest research program at Children’s Mercy is aimed at developing new methods of diagnoses and treatments that are customized to meet the unique needs of each individual child. The Center for Personalized Medicine and Therapeutic Innovation was established in the fall of 2008, and one of the nation’s leading experts in this field has joined our medical staff as director of this ground-breaking new program. You can read more about this innovative new center in this annual report.

As we continue to expand our initiatives here at Children’s Mercy, we also continue to expand our collaborative efforts with other researchers regionally and nationwide. Our academic affiliation with the University of Missouri-Kansas City continues to provide a foundation for our academic endeavors, and our researchers are working actively on collaborative projects with scientists at The Stowers Institute, the University of Kansas, and institutions throughout the nation. We also continue as one of the key stakeholders in the Kansas City Area Life Sciences Institute and are building upon our partnership with them in advancing our work in pediatric drug reformulation.

I hope you will take a few moments to read through this year’s annual report and learn more about the exciting work being done by the physicians, nurses and scientists in Children’s Mercy’s nationally-recognized research programs. The ultimate beneficiaries, of course, are the children worldwide who will benefit from the new knowledge and treatments being developed here.

Sincerely,

Randall L. O’Donnell, PhD
President and
Chief Executive Officer

Gregory Kearns, PharmD, PhD
The Marion Merrell Dow/Missouri Endowed Chair in Pediatric Research
Chair, Department of Medical Research
Associate Chairman, Department of Pediatrics
While the world we live in seems to be growing more impersonal, Children's Mercy is bucking the trend by making its care more personal than ever—as unique as a child's genetic fingerprint.

Stephen P. Spielberg, MD, PhD, director of the new Center for Personalized Medicine and Therapeutic Innovation, and his colleagues have been working across the organization to define areas where they can have an immediate impact in using the latest advances to customize care for children. This new Center is being built upon the success of the pediatric clinical pharmacology program at Children’s Mercy and within the next several months, will launch the first pediatric Personalized Medicine Consultation Service in the U.S. Additionally, Dr. Spielberg and faculty working within the Center are creating a unique Personalized Medicine Clinic.

“I believe that the Center for Personalized Medicine will place Children’s Mercy squarely at the forefront of optimizing care for sick children using the tools of modern genomics integrated into the best of clinical care,” says Dr. Spielberg. “I have been impressed in my short time here with the depth and breadth of the institution, and of the commitment of administration, faculty and staff to making Children’s Mercy ever better—a true leader in pediatric research and care nationally.”

According to Dr. Spielberg, the complexity of integrating genomics into clinical practice will require an expanded research and education infrastructure, so his team is currently writing grants defining how they can partner throughout the hospital and beyond to drive creative and effective use of new knowledge into patient management and enhanced patient outcomes. The team at Children’s Mercy has also been working to support new initiatives within the Institute for Pediatric Innovation, a non-profit organization that was established to develop new medications and products that are specifically designed for children’s unique needs. Dr. Spielberg serves as principal investigator for the Institute’s Pediatric Pharmaceutical Reformulation Program.

“Our outstanding tradition in pediatric and developmental pharmacology forms the basis for the future of the personalized medicine effort,” says Dr. Spielberg. “While our plans and goals are large and will engender change in many areas, I am confident that Children’s Mercy is the ideal place to develop pediatric personalized medicine.”
Although the word “arthritis” is usually associated with older persons, it strikes a surprising number of young people as well—an estimated 300,000 children in the United States alone.

With new therapeutic approaches of using methotrexate (MTX), an old drug originally developed to treat specific forms of cancer, treatment strategies for Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis (JIA) have improved over the past couple of decades. While MTX is generally considered to be safe and well tolerated, it only works in about 60 percent of children and can cause side effects such as nausea and liver inflammation in certain patients.

A study by rheumatologist Mara Becker, MD, MSCE, Children’s Mercy Pediatric Rheumatologist and Assistant Professor of Pediatrics at University of Missouri—Kansas City School of Medicine, seeks to better understand who will benefit from MTX and who may be at risk for toxicity. Specifically, Dr. Becker and her colleagues are investigating the function of folic acid, the vitamin that plays a major role in normal cell growth and development.

“Our first step is to establish a baseline for folate levels,” Dr. Becker explains. “Once we have a better understanding of the adjustments that our cells make to adequate or inadequate supplies of folate and how MTX regulates it, we can then branch out and start looking at the factors that affect clinical outcomes.”

These factors include both genetic variations and maturational changes that occur in children as they grow. The goal is to develop a system for identifying patients who could benefit from MTX and those who should pursue other treatment options.

“When we start pulling it all together, we hope to have a lot of really great information about what makes someone more or less responsive to MTX,” says Dr. Becker. “This could ultimately help us to individualize MTX treatment which will make it safer and more effective in children with JIA.”

Dr. Becker notes that one of the keys that makes this research possible is the ability to bring together the expertise of multiple disciplines—including clinical pharmacology, genetics and pharmaceutical chemistry—to focus on this issue.

“Today, the technology is so advanced that one person can’t do everything,” says Dr. Becker. “I’ve found some of the best collaborators outside of my own discipline. That’s the kind of environment that Children’s Mercy has fostered here over the past several years.”
One of the missions of the National Institutes of Health is to provide financial support to foster the development of young physicians and biomedical scientists as members of academic faculties. One of the mechanisms used by NIH to accomplish this goal is the offering of Research Career Development Awards.

These awards, generally referred to as “K-awards” are highly competitive, peer-reviewed grants that must contain both a research plan and a career development plan. Also, each K award application must include a detailed mentoring plan prepared by a senior faculty member who has received NIH research support and has extensive experience in mentoring junior academic faculty members.

When awarded by a given institute within NIH, K awards generally provide three to five years of support which includes funding (up to 75 percent) of salary and benefit costs, a portion of the funding necessary to support the research and educational costs and support for travel of the awardee to present his/her work at scientific meetings. K-awards also entail a significant institutional investment in that they must assure the NIH that the awardee will have 75 percent of his/her total time and effort protected to execute the research and educational goals of the award.

One of the other goals of the K-award mechanism is to prepare academic investigators for successful attainment of NIH research support as independent investigators (eg., R-series research grants).

In tandem, these awards and the institutional investment represent the bricks and mortar of how successful academic careers and research institutions can be built from the ground up.

At present, three Children’s Mercy faculty members have the distinction of holding active Mentored Patient-Oriented Research Career Development (K-23) awards.

**Timothy A. Apodaca, PhD**, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Developmental and Behavioral Medicine
Grant Number 5K23AA15595-06 (National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism)
Project Title: Identifying Mechanisms of Motivational Interviewing

**Erica A. Molitor-Kirsch, MD**, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Critical Care Medicine
Grant Number 5K23HL073832-05 (National Heart Lung and Blood Institute)
Project Title: rBPI-21 in Children Undergoing Cardiopulmonary Bypass

**Kathleen A. Neville, MD, MS**, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Divisions of Pediatric Clinical Pharmacology and Medical Toxicology, and Hematology/Oncology
Grant Number K23HL077684-03 (National Heart Lung and Blood Institute)
Project Title: Pharmacogenetics of Pediatric Sickle Cell Disease
In building its cancer research capabilities, Children’s Mercy recruited someone who not only had the requisite training, but also a heart for children who are afflicted with it.

Kathleen A. Neville, MD, MS, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Divisions of Pediatric Clinical Pharmacology and Medical Toxicology, and Hematology/Oncology, is leading the initiative to develop an experimental therapeutics program in oncology at Children’s Mercy, with the goal of obtaining Children’s Oncology Group designation as a Children’s Oncology Group Phase I Unit.

The initiative is a joint collaboration between Clinical Pharmacology and Hematology/Oncology. Dr. Neville is board-certified in both disciplines and has appointments in both divisions. She had extensive training in experimental therapeutics for children with cancer during her fellowship at Texas Children’s Hospital and views her appointment at Children’s Mercy as an opportunity to bring all her skills together to address the needs of children facing tough battles.

“The central theme of my research is to help to alleviate suffering,” says Dr. Neville. “My background and training have been all about how we can use medications to do that.”

In addition to cancer, Dr. Neville has also done a considerable amount of research, supported by her National Institutes of Health K23 award, in the area of pediatric sickle-cell disease. Her work in this area involves both the use of an older anti-cancer medicine, hydroxyurea, and also, medications used to treat pain in patients with sickle-cell disease.

“Developing the Experimental Therapeutics Program will allow us to build on the hospital’s outstanding reputation for clinical pharmacology and extend that into additional areas of research,” says Dr. Neville. “Obtaining the trial center designation for oncology is especially important because it will mean that we have many more experimental therapies to offer our patients who have disease that is not responsive to existing treatments.”
Helping patients make beneficial health decisions is the focus of a new study led by Timothy R. Apodaca, PhD, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Developmental and Behavioral Medicine.

Looking at Motivational Interviewing, a client-centered counseling method that assists people in understanding the consequences of unhealthy behavior, Dr. Apodaca is examining how clinicians guide patients to explore positive alternatives. More specifically, he is seeking to refine the technique by exploring how they elicit verbal commitments to change from patients, leading to subsequent behavior change.

Using audiotapes of brief counseling sessions conducted in a hospital setting, Dr. Apodaca’s team is coding every statement by the clinician and patient. These codes are then checked against clinical outcomes, in this case, reductions in alcohol use and injury.

“My goal is to identify specific aspects of clinician behavior and style of communication that serve to enhance patient commitment to change,” says Dr. Apodaca. “As a result of these findings, I hope to inform clinicians about ways in which they may be more helpful in facilitating healthy behavior change among their patients.”

Dr. Apodaca is also looking at how the participation of a family member in these conversations influences patient commitment and decision-making. His hope is that these findings will illuminate how best to involve family members in the behavior change process.

As the recipient of an NIH K-23 award, Dr. Apodaca credits the training and mentorship he has received through the grant with helping him develop his specific focus on identifying therapeutic mechanisms of action from experts in the field. It also allowed him to receive training at the University of New Mexico on how to develop and run an active coding laboratory.

Ultimately, Dr. Apodaca hopes that this research will have wider applicability that will benefit a variety of patients.

“The use of Motivational Interviewing may be very helpful in other hard-to-change conditions,” says Dr. Apodaca. “This could include issues ranging from fostering medication compliance, management of eating disorders among adolescents, treatment of diabetes and facilitating pain management for younger children.”
Thousands of infants born with heart defects every year benefit from the dramatic improvements that have been made in the field of heart surgery over the past two decades. However, an essential part of those surgeries—the cardiopulmonary bypass—continues to be a source of concern for the critical care doctors who care for those babies because of complications that can result.

Cardiopulmonary bypass temporarily replaces the functions of the heart and lungs during surgery. While it allows the surgeries to be performed, it can also cause inflammation in the heart and lungs and even lead to kidney problems. While these complications are usually not life-threatening, they do cause patient discomfort and lengthen recovery times.

To address these issues, Erica A. Molitor-Kirsch, MD, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Critical Care Medicine, and her colleagues are studying the use of the drug Neuprex® to combat the ill effects of cardiopulmonary bypass.

According to Dr. Molitor-Kirsch, some evidence suggests that bacterial byproducts from the intestines called endotoxins, which get released into the bloodstream during bypass, may be the culprits in this process. Neuprex, a naturally occurring protein made by white blood cells to fight off microbial infections, kills gram-negative bacteria and neutralizes gram-negative endotoxins.

“Since Neuprex® has been shown to be effective as an anti-endotoxin in other applications, we’re hoping that it will prove useful in reducing cardiopulmonary bypass complications as well,” says Dr. Molitor-Kirsch.

The team is currently wrapping up a pilot study, supported by a National Institutes of Health K-23 award, and Dr. Molitor-Kirsch is encouraged by the results. The next step will be a multi-center, placebo-controlled trial.

“This study could be an important step forward in the field of congenital heart surgery,” says Dr. Molitor-Kirsch. “Reducing the complications of cardiopulmonary bypass could improve patient comfort following surgery and reduce recovery times”
Inclusion in Vaccine Trial Network Opens New Opportunities for Infectious Disease Research

Building on its long tradition of excellence in infectious diseases, Children’s Mercy has joined the national network of vaccine trial sites. In collaboration with the University of Iowa’s adult unit, Children’s Mercy has become one of only eight National Institutes of Health Vaccine and Treatment Evaluation Units (VTEU) that perform important vaccine research not sponsored by industry.

Christopher J. Harrison, MD, Director of the Infectious Disease Research Laboratory and Professor of Pediatrics at the University of Missouri—Kansas City, is the principal investigator of the Pediatric Subunit site at Children’s Mercy, which is slated to begin studies in the summer of 2009.

The initial two studies will focus on human papillomavirus (HPV) in adolescents and rotavirus vaccine in infants. The studies will compare immune responses when intervals between HPV vaccine doses are longer than recommended and when the rotavirus vaccine series is started with a dose of one of the two available rotavirus vaccines but completed with doses of the other vaccine.

“Being part of this prestigious network puts us in the company of elite pediatric hospitals in this discipline,” says Dr. Harrison. “It also means that children of this area may get access to otherwise unavailable vaccines.”

Dr. Harrison joined Children’s Mercy in 2005, charged with developing the hospital’s research capabilities in this field. He notes that the NIH funding will expand the infectious disease infrastructure, adding research coordinators and data managers, while encouraging collaborative vaccine research with members of the adolescent medicine and primary pediatric care sections.

“This designation allows us to have some of best people work with us at all levels,” says Dr. Harrison. “They can be recognized for what they do in vaccine research and their dedicated time to the program will propel it to a new level here at Children’s Mercy.”

With diseases like H1N1 influenza virus making international headlines, Dr. Harrison notes that vaccine research is very much a part of public consciousness.

“The concepts around these studies can really be cutting edge, allowing us to gain practical knowledge about how to best use vaccines,” says Dr. Harrison. “Children’s Mercy will now have new opportunities to be a player in developing strategies against not only common infections, but also unusual diseases like pandemic flu.”
Parents often lament that their children grow up too fast. When it comes to “vascular age,” however, the consequences of growing up too fast can be tragic.

According to a recent study that made national headlines, the “vascular age” of obese children is about 30 years older than their actual age, greatly increasing their risk of future heart attacks and strokes.

Geetha Raghuveer, MD, MPH, cardiologist at Children’s Mercy Hospital and Associate Professor of Pediatrics at the University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Medicine, led the study. Using ultrasound, her research team determined the thickness of the inner walls of the neck arteries that supply blood to the brain as a measure of atherosclerosis. This non-invasive technique is a “mirror to the coronary arteries,” she says, as previous studies have demonstrated a high degree of correlation between the two.

Increasing carotid artery intima-media thickness (CIMT) indicates the fatty buildup of plaque and atherosclerosis within arteries feeding the heart muscle and the brain. The advanced CIMT scores among children in the study indicate that the epidemic of childhood obesity today may be the harbinger of serious health issues that they could face in the future.

“I was both surprised and alarmed to find that 75% of the obese children we see already have more than three risk factors for coronary artery disease,” says Dr. Raghuveer, who heads the hospital’s Preventive Cardiology Clinic. “But risk factors only tell part of the story. This study gives us an early indication of what could happen to them two decades from now if appropriate interventions are not taken.”

Dr. Raghuveer’s current research focuses on whether these harmful effects can be slowed or even reversed through treatment. Since the buildup in the vessels is not hardened or calcified as yet in children, she is optimistic that they may be reversed through a combination of lifestyle changes and in some instances, the use of medications to lower blood cholesterol and lipid levels.

“Reduction in coronary artery disease cannot be achieved if only adults are targeted for prevention and treatment because the buildup in the blood vessels is in the end stage by then,” says Dr. Raghuveer. “Addressing the behaviors that affect risk factors at an early age will have the maximum potential for preventing and reversing atherosclerosis.”
Nurses on 6 Henson look forward to bedtime—but not because they are sleepy. As part of a new study called Transforming Care At the Bedside, they are actively searching for ways to spend more quality time with patients at their bedside. Children’s Mercy is one of only three children’s hospitals nationwide participating in the project, which is funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

According to 6 Henson co-managers Laura Shroyer, RN, BSN, and Susan Widener RN, BSN, the effort began in 2007 by giving handheld computers called personal digital assistants to nurses on the unit to collect pre-trial data. At random intervals, the nurses were signaled to note what they were doing at that moment in order to establish a baseline.

“What we found was that providing direct patient care accounts for only about 50 percent of a nurse’s shift,” says Shroyer. “The other half of the time, nurses are away from the bedside.”

For this project, all employees on the unit are encouraged to participate in an ongoing series of “deep diving” brainstorming sessions.

“We encourage them to think outside the box and offer extreme ideas,” says Widener. “Then we pare them down to real life ways that we can deliver even better care.”

The suggestions have been wide-ranging, from small things like welcome signs and providing adult-sized toiletries for parents, to discharge follow-up phone calls. The cumulative effect is making a significant impact on satisfaction of patients—and nurses as well.

“Improving care for our children is always our number one goal,” says Cheri Hunt, RN, MHA, CNAA, Vice President and Chief Nursing Officer. “But it’s also clear that the process we have initiated is beneficial for the nursing staff. The patient and family feedback has been so positive that the hospital plans to expand the program to other units. We hope that in the end, we will have more satisfied nurses and better care for patients.”

Since the process began, Widener notes some incremental improvement in the amount of time nurses spend with patients. The big difference, though, has been in the quality of time spent.

“It really only takes a minute to do some things, like writing a goodbye note to a patient who is going home,” says Susan Widener. “We’ve found that just being conscious of it enhances patient care—to break the this-is-how-we’ve-always-done-it mentality.”
AREAS OF RESEARCH
From its inception, the importance of conducting biomedical research has been a cornerstone of the overall mission of Children’s Mercy Hospital. As a free-standing, academic pediatric medical center, it has been necessary for Children’s Mercy to develop significant laboratory based research programs so that the goal of conducting meaningful translational research in pediatrics could be fully realized.

At Children’s Mercy Hospital, approximately 32,000 square feet is dedicated to wet-laboratory research space. Faculty members in the Divisions of Neonatology, Endocrinology and Allergy/Asthma/Clinical Immunology also occupy approximately 6,000 square feet of research laboratory space within the UMKC School of Medicine. Additionally, the research program in Cardiac Surgery has dedicated space in two, off-site research facilities which provide state-of-the-art capabilities required to support the program in tissue engineering.

Research conducted by Children’s Mercy laboratories is predominantly translational in that work conducted is focused on diseases / conditions which afflict infants and children and their treatments. A summary of the current Children’s Mercy research laboratories and their respective areas of endeavor are contained in the profiles which follow.
Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Barnes: aerobiology, humeral immunity and protein allergens
- Dr. Chan: immune modulation of inflammation
- Dr. Ciaccio: healthy homes, cellular immunity, clinical trials of allergen/asthma therapeutics
- Dr. Meng: definition of asthma phenotype, genomics of asthma
- Dr. Portnoy: environmental contributions to allergy & asthma, indoor/outdoor allergens, clinical trials allergen/asthma therapeutics
- Dr. Rosenwasser: pharmacogenomics of asthma and role of immune modulation of inflammation
Research Directors: Charles S. Barnes, PhD
Lanny Rosenwasser, MD

Faculty: Christine Ciaccio, MD
Jay Portnoy, MD
Jiafeng Meng, MD, MPH
Marcia Chan, PhD

Overview:

The laboratory conducts basic and applied investigations into all aspects of asthma and allergy with emphasis on environmentally related allergic disease and genotype/phenotype relationships in asthma as associated with inflammation and modulation by the immune system. The goal is to investigate the characteristics of asthma and allergic disease. Investigators employ recognized scientific methods to increase the understanding of asthma and allergic disease and to apply understanding thus gained to the treatment of children. The laboratory is a leading center for the investigation of environmentally related allergic disease and strives to improve scientific understanding in the fields of asthma diagnosis, aerobiology, environmental allergens, building science and asthma education.

Selected 2008 Publications:

Cardiac Surgery Research

Research Director: Richard A. Hopkins, MD

Faculty: Gabriel L. Converse, PhD
William B. Drake, III, MD
Stephen L. Hilbert, PhD, MD
Gary K. Lofland, MD
James E. O’Brien, BSE, MD

Overview:

Researchers utilize the intersection of the field of reconstructive cardiac surgery with biotechnology, bioengineering, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine for the development of novel therapeutic options, treatments and devices especially based on tissue, cell and gene therapy strategies for patients with congenital and structural heart defects needing treatment by cardiac surgeons and cardiologists. These core competencies provide a unique platform for industry support, patent and intellectual property development, as well as traditional grant support (eg, NIH, AHA, NSF, etc.). Combining excellence in clinical surgery with translational research and development generates unique research projects and collaborations including discovery, development and FDA regulatory preclinical testing that lead to multicenter cutting edge clinical trials, leadership and a role in defining regulatory criteria. Multidisciplinary team research and dynamic collaborations enhance the clinical programs and results in an attractive intellectual and interactive research environment for scientists, engineers and clinicians.

The Cardiac Surgery Research Laboratories of The Ward Family Center for Congenital Heart Disease are dedicated to the translation of fundamental scientific research into therapeutic strategies for the treatment of congenital and structural cardiac disorders, fostering focused research and the development of collaborations by leveraging expertise in the fields of cardiac surgery, cardiology, cardiac anesthesiology, cardiac imaging, bioengineering, tissue engineering, cell biology, developmental biology, molecular biology, cardiovascular pathology, biotechnology and regenerative medicine. The governing commitment is to develop and share knowledge that improves the care of patients with congenital cardiac disease through innovative translational research.
Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Converse: predictive models of assessing tissue stress in situ
- Dr. Drake: normative models of human cardiac growth, left ventricular mass index
- Dr. Hilbert: explant pathology related to bioengineered human tissues
- Dr. Hopkins: tissue engineering; allograft heart valves
- Dr. Lofland: genomic factors contributing to congenital heart disease
- Dr. O’Brien: conotruncal defects, congenital heart disease

Selected 2008 Publications:

Pediatric Clinical Pharmacology and Medical Toxicology

Research Director: J. Steven Leeder, PharmD, PhD

Faculty:

Susan Abdel-Rahman, PharmD
Chengpeng “Charlie” Bi, PhD
Andrea Gaedigk, PhD
Roger Gaedigk, PhD
Bridgette Jones, MD
Gregory Kearns, PharmD, PhD
Kathleen Neville, MD, MS
Robin Pearce, PhD
Stephen Spielberg, MD, PhD
Carrie Vyhlidal, PhD

Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Abdel-Rahman: developmental pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics
- Dr. Bi: bioinformatics and intelligent computing
- Dr. A. Gaedigk: pharmacogenetics of drug metabolism and disposition
- Dr. R. Gaedigk: genotyping, drug metabolism enzymes
- Dr. Jones: genotype/phenotype associations in asthma, development of pharmacodynamic biomarkers
- Dr. Kearns: developmental pharmacogenetics and pharmacodynamic biomarker development
- Dr. Leeder: pharmacogenomics, adverse drug reactions
- Dr. Neville: genomics of Sickle Cell disease, evaluation of analgesic response in children
- Dr. Pearce: impact of development on drug metabolism
- Dr. Spielberg: developmental pharmacology and pharmacogenomics, adverse drug reactions
- Dr. Vyhlidal: developmental regulation of drug metabolizing enzyme activity
Overview:

Researchers tailor the use of medications to the unique needs of each individual pediatric patient through the use of cutting-edge genomic tools and information. The goal of the Clinical Pharmacology research program is to explore the extent of variability in the response to medications across all fields of pediatric medicine, and to ascertain the relative contributions of genetics and development. To achieve this mission, “translational teams” are created in which clinicians identify important, clinically significant medication-related problems and are paired with basic science faculty members with the expertise necessary to develop solutions to those problems. The ultimate goal of the program is to improve clinical care by increasing both the safety and efficacy of medications in children. A secondary goal is to provide a learning environment conducive to developing clinician-scientists who will subsequently provide leadership for integrating personalized pediatrics into standard clinical care.

Selected 2008 Publications:

Research Director: Susan M. Abdel-Rahman, PharmD

Overview:

Researchers conduct the highest quality basic, translational, clinical and epidemiologic research aimed at predicting, preventing and mitigating diseases in children with an emphasis on diseases that are disproportionately distributed among the underserved minorities. The goal of the laboratory is to use state-of-the-art molecular and pharmacologic techniques to explore the genotypic and phenotypic characteristics of humans and pathogens that may offer insight into disease processes and treatment response. The laboratory will aim to ensure that the passion for, and commitment to, biomedical research focused on children becomes self-sustaining by training and mentoring future clinician-scientists in general pediatrics and the pediatric subspecialties.

Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Abdel-Rahman: genomics of T. tonsurans and other fungal pathogens, molecular diagnosis of fungal infection
Selected 2008 Publications:

1. Abdel-Rahman SM. Strain Differentiation of Dermatophytes. Mycopathologia;166:319-33, 2008
Genetics and Genomics Research

Research Director: Wayne V. Moore, MD, PhD

Faculty:
- Douglas C. Bittel, PhD
- Daniel Heruth, PhD
- Nataliya Kibiryeva, MD
- Zohreh Talebizadeh, PhD
- Robert A. White, PhD

Overview:
This multifaceted group of investigators conducts and supports biomedical research in the field of genomics as it relates to diseases that affect infants and children. State-of-the-art approaches are used to investigate both the molecular and epigenetics of developmental disorders, autism spectrum disorders, hematologic diseases and neuromuscular disorders. Laboratory approaches are facilitated by demonstrated capabilities in molecular modeling and the application of genomics computing.
Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Bittel: application of molecular genetic tools to study genomic and epigenetic factors contributing to developmental disabilities
- Dr. Heruth: development of murine models of human disease
- Dr. Kibiryeva: assessment of genomic variability in developmental disabilities
- Dr. Talebizadeh: genetics and epigenetics of autism spectrum and neurodevelopmental disorders
- Dr. White: mouse genetics, muscular dystrophy therapy, muscular regeneration, Prader-Willi syndrome mouse model studies and hereditary anemias in mouse and man

Selected 2008 Publications:

Endocrinology and Diabetes Research

Research Director: Wayne V. Moore, MD, PhD

Faculty: Ghufran Babar, MD
Mark Clements, MD, PhD
Jill D. Jacobson, MD
Karen Kover, PhD
Scott Sands, PhD

Overview:

The section has a multifaceted group of investigators that conducts and supports biomedical research in the field of Endocrinology as it relates to diseases that affect infants and children. State-of-the-art approaches are used to investigate the underlying causes of disease, discover new biomarkers predictive of disease and to develop new treatments for endocrine associated diseases such as diabetes and obesity. The ultimate goal of the program is to improve clinical care by increasing both the safety and efficacy of treatments in children. A secondary goal is to provide a learning environment conducive to developing clinician-scientists, who will subsequently provide leadership for integrating personalized pediatrics into standard clinical care. In addition opportunities are provided to medical, undergraduate, and high school students to participate in research activities facilitating their understanding of basic/clinical research and its translation into clinical care.
Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Clements: glycemic variability on the risk for loss of micro- and macro-vascular complications in diabetes; glycemic variability on the risk for loss of residual beta cell mass in type I and type II diabetes; glycemic variability on the evolution of oxidative stress and endothelial cell dysfunction in diabetes.
- Dr. Moore: immunology of diabetes related specifically to the prevention of diabetes and islet transplantation.
- Dr. Kover: islet biology and transplantation, immunomodulation strategies for treatment of type 1 diabetes:
- Dr. Sands: exploring hormonal effects on G protein expression using PCR.
- Dr. Babar: the impact of glycemic control on the evolution of endothelial dysfunction and vascular disease early in the course of type I diabetes
- Dr. Ugrasbul: clinical and metabolic phenotype of obese children and adolescents with normal glucose tolerance and type 2 diabetes.

2008 Publications:

Infectious Diseases Laboratory

Research Director: Christopher J. Harrison, MD

Faculty: Hooi Yew, PhD
Douglas Swanson, MD
Raj Selverangan, PhD

Overview:

Research consists of quality translational, clinical and epidemiologic research into the pathogenesis, immunology and outcome of viral and bacterial diseases in children focusing on selected pathogens’ responses to vaccines and treatments, and new potential interventions. One of the primary goals of this program is to investigate innate immune responses to CMV as a basis for variable outcomes of congenital CMV infections. TLR and SRA signaling is being investigated as well so that we might establish a pathogen library for ongoing surveillance of antibiotic susceptibility changes and strain variability in pediatric respiratory pathogens. Another goal of this laboratory is to develop and validate new molecular diagnostic tests for a variety of bacterial and viral pathogens that are common in pediatric patients. Researchers provide support for other Investigators interested in TLR signaling and provide a bench experience in ID for students, residents and fellows.

Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Harrison: candidiasis, vaccinations, antibiotic resistance, cytokines influence on CMV disease, gram-positive pathogens
- Dr. Swanson: tuberculosis, pneumococcal conjugate vaccine
- Dr. Yew: biology of cell signaling regarding toll-like receptor response
- Dr. Selverangan: molecular diagnosis of viral and bacterial infections
Selected 2008 Publications:

Developmental Lung Biology

Research Director: William Truog, MD

Faculty:
Ikechukwu Ekekezie, MD
Dong Xu, MD
Lisa Castro, MD
Maria Navarro-Olmo, PhD

Overview:
The research interest of investigators in the Donald W. Thibeault Neonatal Research Laboratory at Children’s Mercy Hospitals/University of Missouri at Kansas City School of Medicine revolves around lung development and disease. In addition to the principal investigators, Drs. Truog and Ekekezie, there are two research scientists with similar interests, Drs. Dong Xu and Angel Maria Navarro-Olmo, as well as three research technicians. The lab, now more than 30 years in existence, functions to provide the mandated research training requirements for completion of the Neonatology fellowship program.
Selected 2008 Publications:


Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Ekekezie: BPD; lung development and injury; role of metalloproteinases and their inhibitors in hyperoxia/ventilator-induced lung injury
- Dr. Truog: genomics; lung development and chronic lung disease; nitric oxide biology
- Dr. Xu: BPD; hyperoxia induced apoptosis; vascular angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis
- Dr. Castro: developmental pharmacology, genomics of inflammatory cytokines in BPD
- Dr. Navarro-Olmo: angiogenesis and inflammation
Nephrology Research

Research Director: Bradley Warady, MD

Faculty: Uri Alon, MD
Tarak Srivastava, MD
Douglas Blowey, MD
Stanley Hellerstein, MD
René VanDeVoorde, MD

Overview:

Investigations conducted by faculty members focuses on clinical/translational, basic and epidemiological research as it relates to children with chronic kidney disease (CKD) and end-stage renal disease. Clinical investigation focuses on the development of accurate methods to assess kidney function, the detection of factors that influence the progression of CKD, and the prevention and treatment of complications associated with CKD, dialysis and transplantation. Unique approaches to modulate calcium and phosphorous balance as it relates to both kidney stone formation and the development of rickets are additional key areas of study. Basic research conducted in the Nephrology laboratory focuses on the structure and function of the glomerulus in children who suffer from nephrotic syndrome.

Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Alon: fluid and electrolytes/minerals/acid-base disorders, metabolic bone disease, kidney stones
- Dr. Blowey: hypertension, fetal urinary tract abnormalities, pediatric pharmacology, extracorporeal drug clearance
- Dr. Hellerstein: methods to assess kidney function
- Dr. Srivastava: nephrotic syndrome, bone and mineral disorders, osteogenesis imperfecta
- Dr. Warady: chronic kidney disease, peritoneal dialysis, hemodialysis, kidney transplantation
Selected 2008 Publications:

Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine Research

Laboratory Director: David Zwick, MD

Faculty:
- Atif Ahmed, MD
- Linda Cooley, MD, MBA
- Angela Ferguson, PhD
- Uttam Garg, PhD
- Marilyn Hamilton, MD, PhD
- Alex Kats, MD
- Carol Saunders, PhD
- Lei Shao, MD
- Vivekanand Singh, MD
- Eugenio Taboada, MD
- Shihui Yu, PhD
- Lei Zhang, PhD
- David Zwick, MD

Overview:

The department provides comprehensive clinical laboratory testing services in support of all pediatric subspecialty care areas of the institution including toxicology, endocrinology, clinical chemistry, microbiology, cytogenetics including clinical array copy number variation testing, molecular genetic and molecular infectious disease testing, and histopathology. Departmental research is largely applied and deals mainly with defining usefulness of clinical diagnostics and monitoring techniques used in the care of pediatric patients. Departmental faculty support clinical studies of impact of laboratory testing on patient outcomes and aggregate health care costs. Certain subsections of the laboratory also support more basic investigations by providing technical support to institutional investigators in using high complex laboratory testing resources including instrumentation and skilled personnel (e.g. toxicology, flow cytometry).

Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. Cooley: molecular genetics, diagnosis of rare disorders
- Dr. Garg: biochemical genetics, clinical chemistry, therapeutic drug monitoring and drug metabolism, and metabolic disorders
- Dr. Hamilton: laboratory utilization ordering/interpretation of common laboratory tests, test development facilitating proper testing utilization
- Dr. Saunders: molecular genetics, pharmacogenetics
- Dr. Singh: Hirschsprung's disease, celiac disease, functional dyspepsia and inflammatory bowel disease
- Dr. Zwick: flow cytometry; hematopathology
Selected 2008 Publications:

1. Brandau DT, Lund M, Cooley LD, Sanger WG, Butler MG. Autistic and dysmorphic features associated with a submicroscopic 2q33.3-q34 interstitial deletion detected by array comparative genomic hybridization American Journal of Medical Genetics 146A(4)521-524, 2008


7. Shao L, Singh V, Cooley L Angiomatoid fibrous histiocytoma with t(2;22)(q33;q12.2) and EWSR1 gene rearrangement. Accepted for publication Pediatric and Developmental Pathology 2008 Jul 30:1 [Epub ahead of print]
Surgical Research

Research Director: Shawn St. Peter, MD

Faculty:
Walter Andrews, MD
George W. Holcomb, III, MD, MPH
J. Patrick Murphy, MD
Daniel Ostlie, MD
Donna Pacicca, MD
Nigel Price, MD
Richard Schwend, MD
Susan Sharp, PhD

Overview:

Research conducted by the Department of Surgery reflects a comprehensive program which embraces both clinical/translational and outcome research. Laboratory-based efforts reflect work in the areas of spinal embryogenesis and the biology of bone remodeling during development. As well, the department houses an active program that prospectively evaluates a variety of surgical interventions required to care for infants and children.

Specific Research Interests:

- Dr. St. Peter: surgical outcome research
- Dr. Andrews: solid organ transplantation
- Dr. Holcomb: outcome associated with minimally invasive surgery
- Dr. Murphy: surgical outcome research
- Dr. Ostlie: outcome research associated with surgical intervention and devices
- Dr. Pacicca: developmental biology of bone formation
- Dr. Price: embryogenesis of spinal development
- Dr. Schwend: outcome research associated with surgical intervention and devices
Selected 2008 Publications:


AWARD WINNERS
Mara Becker, MD
Rheumatology
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, UMKC School of Medicine

“Impact of Genomic Variation on Intracellular Methotrexate Polyglutamate Concentrations in Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis.”

The Paul Henson Endowment Fund for Pediatric Research in Immunology was established to support education and research pediatric immunology.

Paul Henson, a member of the Children’s Mercy Hospital board of trustees from 1990 until his death in 1997, is remembered for his desire to fully develop the hospital’s teaching and research capabilities. Through the endowment fund, Mr. Henson’s legacy continues to touch children through the advances it makes possible in immunology research.

The Paul Henson Pediatric Immunology Research Award is presented yearly to a Children’s Mercy researcher to further promising, ongoing research in pediatric immunology.

### Paul Henson Pediatric Immunology Award

- **2007**  Tarak Srivastava, MD
- **2006**  Susan Abdel-Rahman, PharmD
- **2005**  Lanny Rosenwasser, MD
- **2004**  Wayne Moore, MD
- **2003**  Wayne Moore, MD
- **2002**  Wayne Moore, MD
- **2001**  Wayne Moore, MD
- **2000**  Jill Jacobson, MD
- **1999**  Jill Jacobson, MD
- **1998**  Jill Jacobson, MD
The Kenneth and Eva Smith Foundation instituted this Research Award in 2005. The purpose of the award is to fund current research at Children’s Mercy Hospitals and Clinics with defined areas of focus. The intention of this award from the Smith Foundation is that data generated from the investigation(s) performed will produce publications in peer-reviewed biomedical literature and will also provide sufficient proof-of-principle/concept to support related grant applications to the NIH or a research foundation. These awards will be made to a member of the Children’s Mercy faculty, fellows, or professional staff based upon the scientific merits of a peer-reviewed research proposal.
Doug Swanson, MD
Infectious Diseases
Associate Professor of Pediatrics, UMKC School of Medicine

“Detection and Differentiation of Nontuberculous Mycobacteria from Children with Cystic Fibrosis by Real-Time PCR and DNA Sequencing of the hsp65 and 16S and 23S Intergenic Gene Region”

Karen Kover, PhD
Endocrine Research Laboratory

“Bone Marrow Cavity, An Intriguing New Site for Islet Transplantation”

Each spring and fall, an internal competition is held for the Katharine Berry Richardson (KBR) awards. Among the proposals submitted for the competition, the two top-rated projects are designated the William Randolph Hearst Endowment Fund awardees and receive a portion of their support from this fund.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Mark Connelly, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ben Pieters, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Roger Gaedigk, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chengpeng Bi, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heather Newkirk, PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Chetanbabu Patel, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kathleen Neville, MD, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Mary Moffatt, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heather Newkirk, PhD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Marion Merrell Dow Clinical Scholar Award supports new or existing Medical and Research Staff who are expanding their research or establishing a new research program. To be eligible for this award, an applicant must hold an MD or PhD, and may not be a previous recipient of a Clinical Scholar award. Consideration is given to new investigators in the first five years of faculty appointment at Children’s Mercy.
As part of the hospital’s ongoing commitment to pediatric research and education, each year Children’s Mercy hosts Research Days presentations by residents and fellows. A panel of judges confers Research Days awards on the presenters of the best papers.

**Shayna Smith, MD**

Faculty Mentors: John Cowden, MD; Sara Pyle, PhD; Lynette Poolman, MD; Denise Dowd, MD

“Connected Kids at Head Start: Taking Office-based Violence Prevention to the Community”

**Bridgette Jones, MD**

Faculty Mentors: R.E. Pearce, PharmD; Susan Abdel-Rahman, PharmD; Craig Friesen, MD; Gregory Kearns, PharmD, PhD

“Validation of the $^{13}$C Acetate Breath Test to Measure Liquid Gastric Emptying in a Pediatric Population”

**Dena Hubbard, MD**

Faculty Mentors: Daphne Reavey, NNP; Tracy Sandritter, PharmD; Barbara Haney, CPNP; Eugenia Pallotto, MD; William Troug, MD

“Continuous Opioid Infusions in NICU Patients: Too Much or Not Enough”
Hospital Leadership

Children’s Mercy Hospital
Senior Management

Randall L. O’Donnell, PhD
President/Chief Executive Officer

V. Fred Burry, MD
Executive Medical Director/Executive Vice President

Karen Cox, RN, PhD, FAAN
Executive Vice President/Co-Chief Operating Officer

Sandra A.J. Lawrence
Executive Vice President/Chief Financial Officer

Jo Stueve
Executive Vice President/Co-Chief Operating Officer

David Westbrook
Senior Vice President of Strategy and Innovation

Lonnie Breaux
Vice President, Facilities

Kimberly Brown
Vice President, Audit and Compliance

Warren Dudley
Vice President, Market Development and Outreach

Robert Finuf
CEO, Children’s Mercy Family Health Partners

Joe Galeazzi
Vice President, Medical Affairs

Cheri Hunt, RN, MHA, CNAA
Vice President/Chief Nursing Officer

Laurisa Jackson
Vice President, Revenue Cycle and Supply Chain

D. Bradley Leech
Vice President/Chief Development Officer

Barbara Mueth
Vice President, Community Relations

Genny Nicholas
Vice President, Government Relations

Charles Roberts, MD
Associate Executive Medical Director/Vice President

Sally Surridge
Vice President/General Counsel

Terry Weathers
Vice President of Finance/Controller

Dan Wright
Vice President, Human Resources

The 2008-2009 Children’s Mercy Hospital Board of Directors

Ed Connolly, Jr.
Chairman

Page Reed
Vice Chairman

Charles Schellhorn
Treasurer

Robert Jackson, MD
Secretary

Douglas Blowey, MD

Peggy Dunn

Mary Hunkeler

Jim Nutter, Jr.

Randall L. O’Donnell, PhD

David Oliver

Jack Ovel

Margi Pence

Jon Zindel
Endowed Chairs

The Marion Merrell Dow/Missouri Chair in Pediatric Clinical Pharmacology

**J. Steven Leeder, PharmD, PhD**
Est. 1995

The Joseph Boon Gregg/Missouri Chair in Pediatric Cardiac Surgery

**Gary Lofland, MD**
Est. 1997

The William R. Brown/Missouri Chair in Medical Genetics and Molecular Medicine

Vacant
Est. 1997

The Dee Lyons/Missouri Chair in Pediatric Immunology Research

**Lanny Rosenwasser, MD**
Est. 1998

The Thomas Holder/Keith Ashcraft Chair in Pediatric Surgical Research

Vacant (pending)
Est. 2000

The Sosland Chair in Neonatal Research

**William Truog, MD**
Est. 2001

The Marion Merrell Dow/Missouri Chair in Pediatric Medical Research

**Stephen Spielberg, MD, PhD**
Est. 2002

Joyce C. Hall Distinguished Professor of Pediatrics

**Kevin J. Kelly, MD**
Est. 1967

The Katharine B. Richardson Chair in Pediatric Surgery

**George Whitfield Holcomb III, MD**
Est. 1973

The Jerry A. Smith Chair in Pediatrics

Vacant
Est. 1985

The Dr. Rex and Lillian Dively Chair in Pediatric Orthopedic Surgery

**Bradley Olney, MD**
Est. 1989

The Ernest L. Glasscock, MD, Chair in Pediatric Education and Research

**Stanley Hellerstein, MD**
Est. 1990

The Marion Merrell Dow/Missouri Chair in Pediatric Pharmacogenomics

**Gregory L. Kearns, PharmD, PhD**
Est. 1995
Research Council Members

Randall L. O’Donnell, PhD
President and CEO
Research Council Chairman

Kim Brown
Vice President, Audit and Advisory Services

V. Fred Burry, MD
Executive Vice President
Executive Medical Director
Professor of Pediatrics, UMKC

Karen Cox, RN, PhD, FAAN
Executive Vice President/Co-Chief Operating Officer
Assistant Dean for Clinical Partnerships, UMKC School of Nursing

Joe Galeazzi
Vice President, Medical Administration

Gregory L. Kearns, PharmD, PhD
Chairman, Department of Medical Research
Marion Merrell Dow / Missouri Chair of Medical Research
Professor of Pediatrics and Pharmacology, UMKC
Associate Chairman, Department of Pediatrics
Director, Pediatric Pharmacology Research Unit

Kevin J. Kelly, MD
Pediatrician-in-Chief
The Joyce C. Hall Endowed Chair in Pediatrics
Professor and Chair, Department of Pediatrics
Associate Dean, UMKC School of Medicine

Carol Kemper, RN, PhD, CPHQ
Senior Director, Quality Management

Sandra A.J. Lawrence
Chief Financial Officer, Executive Vice President

Gary Pettett, MD
Chairman, Institutional Review Board
Director, Office of Research Integrity
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs, UMKC School of Medicine
Professor of Pediatrics, UMKC

Robin Rusconi, JD
Director, Medical Research Administration

Jo Stueve
Executive Vice President/Co-Chief Operating Officer

Bradley Warady, MD
Nephrology Section Chief
Director of Dialysis and Transplantation
Professor and Vice-Chair, Department of Pediatrics, UMKC

Terry Weathers
Vice President of Finance/Controller
Summer Scholars

Through the Summer Scholars program, Children’s Mercy provides college students with experience in pediatric research.

During the summer of 2008, 10 scholars worked with researchers in the sections of Genetics Research, Clinical Pharmacology and Medical Toxicology, Endocrinology, Allergy/Asthma/Immunology, Infectious Disease, and Cardiac Surgery Research. Their experience culminated in a public symposium wherein they presented their research. We are glad to provide these students with the opportunity to explore their interest in research careers.

The 2008 Summer Scholars are:

- David Berg, Evangel University
- Jacob Brown, Creighton University
- Suzanne Fox, University of Notre Dame
- Alex Heisler, Indiana University
- Katherine Klockau, University of Kansas
- Erica Levorson, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- Derek Logsdon, Evangel University
- Britannie Martin, University of Missouri-Columbia
- Audrey Southard, Georgia Institute of Technology
- Whitney Wells, University of Missouri-Columbia
2008 PUBLICATIONS
In December of 2008, the lead article in Pediatrics (Vol. 22, No. 6, pp. 1165-1170), the official journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics, described the results from a study conducted by Drs. Jane Knapp and Vidya Sharma which examined the quality of care for common pediatric respiratory illnesses seen by Emergency Departments in the United States. This manuscript reported a critical, highly significant finding: effective therapies for asthma and croup were being grossly underutilized in favor of treatments that had been shown to be either ineffective or unproven.

Publications such as this one do not simply represent a form of academic currency, but most importantly, represent the vehicle for communication and dissemination of new knowledge that when applied, can improve our understanding of pediatric diseases and their proper treatment. During 2008, faculty members in almost all of the academic departments at Children’s Mercy Hospital published scholarly works which described original research, reviewed important topics and/or informed the greater medical community about interesting cases. The listing of faculty publications for 2008 which follows chronicles the accomplishments of our faculty and reflects the importance of their scholarly endeavors.
MANUSCRIPTS PUBLISHED IN PEER-REVIEWED JOURNALS

Adolescent Medicine

Cardiovascular Surgery


Swihart JA. Medical Device Regulation and the Conduct of Clinical Trials in the United States. ACRP *The Monitor* June 2008


Clinical Pharmacology and Medical Toxicology


**Dermatology**


**Developmental and Behavioral Medicine**


**Emergency Medicine**


**Endocrinology**


**Gastroenterology**


**General Pediatrics**


**Genetics**


Bittel DC, Theodoro MF, Kibiryeva N, Fischer W, Talebizadeh Z, Butler MG. Comparison of X-chromosome inactivation patterns in multiple tissues from human females. *Journal of Medical Genetics* 45:309-313 (2008) [Regarding NIH support, in this study we received tissues from the BTB which is supported by NIH. Funding: This study was partially supported by the Hall Foundation of Kansas City and a Physician Scientist Award (MGB) and the Fraternal Order of Eagles of the State of Kansas (DCB). Human tissues were obtained from the NICHD Brain and Tissue Bank for Developmental Disorders, University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD under contracts NO1-HD-4-3368 and NO1-HD-4-3383]


Butler MG, Fischer W, Kibiryeva N, Bittel DC. Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) analysis in Prader-Willi syndrome. *American Journal of Medical Genetics A* 146A:854-860 (2008) [This study was partially supported by NICHD PO1HD 30329, NICHD RO1HD 41672, the Hall Foundation of Kansas City, and Physician Scientist Award to M.G.B. (Children’s Mercy Hospitals and Clinics). We also acknowledge the NIH funded rare disease grant (1U54 RR019478)]

Holsen LM, Zarcone JR, Chambers R, Butler MG, Bittel DC, Brooks WM, Thompson TI, Savage CR. Genetic subtype differences in neural circuitry of food motivation in Prader-Willi syndrome. *International J Obesity advance online publication* 2 December 2008; doi: 10.1038/ijo.2008.255 [This study was supported by grants from the National Institutes of Health (HD041672), the Hall Family Foundation and the Heartland Genetics and Newborn Screening Collaborative (HRSA U22MC03962-02). Dr Brooks received support from NIH (NS039123, HD050534, AG029615, AG026482, AG026374 and RR015563). Dr Butler is also supported by NIH (RR019478)]


Talebizadeh Z, Butler MG, Theodoro MF. Feasibility and relevance of examining lymphoblastoid cell lines to study role of microRNAs in autism. *Autism Research* 1: 240-250 (2008) [resources provided by the Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE) Consortium and the participating AGRE families. Supported, in part, by grant U1U4MH081810 from the National Institute of Mental Health to Clara M. Lajonchere (PI). Partial funding support was provided from the Children’s Mercy Hospital (CMH) Physician Scientist Award (01.3905) and the Cure Autism Now (CAN) Foundation (01.3956)]


**Hematology/Oncology**


Infectious Disease


Injury Prevention

Medical Research


Neonatology


Nephrology


**Neurology**


**Neurosurgery**


**Ophthalmology**


**Otorhinolaryngology Surgery**


**Pulmonology**


**Weight Management**


Hampl SE. Advances in Childhood Obesity. *Progress in Pediatric Cardiology* 25 (2) (2008)
OTHER SCIENTIFIC / PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS (NOT PEER-REVIEWED)

**Allergy, Asthma, Immunology**

**Cardiology**

**Center for Medical Informatics**

**Clinical Pharmacology and Medical Toxicology**


Lowry JL. Hydroxocobalamin. (newsletter) *Section of Disaster Medicine, American College of Emergency Physicians* 17: 1(2008)


Soden SE, Garrison CB, Lowry JA, Wasserman GS, Simon SD. Authors’ reply to letter regarding the original article “24-hour provoked excretion test for heavy metals in children with autism and typically developing controls, a pilot study” (letter). *Clin Toxicol* 2:1 (2008)

**Developmental and Behavioral Medicine**


**Genetics**

**Infectious Disease**


**Medical Research**


Nephrology
Hamilton MS, Singh V, Warady BA. Additional case of acute cellular kidney rejection associated with the presence of antibodies to the red blood cell Kidd antigen. (letter to the editor) Pediatr Transplant 12:918-919 (2008)


Ophthalmology
BOOKS OR BOOK CHAPTERS:

**Developmental and Behavioral Medicine**


**Emergency Medicine**


**Genetics**


**Infectious Disease**


Nephrology


